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SLIDE 1: TITLE PAGE

INTRODUCTION
SLIDE 2: THE PARTHENON Classical Athens is famous for creating what is
arguably the world’s first democracy and for its related cultural revolution that laid
the foundations for the historiography, theatre, philosophy and visual arts of the
antique and modern worlds.1 Little known (and certainly never hymned) is the city’s
contemporaneous military revolution. Athens of the fifth century intensified and
transformed the waging of war, killed tens of thousands of fellow Greeks, and
ignored some of the traditional customs of battle. By the time its democracy was fully
elaborated, in the 450s, war had come to dominate the politics and popular culture of
the city and the lives of its citizens.2 War consumed more money than any other
public activity, was waged more frequently than ever before, and was the main topic
of debate in the democratic council and assembly.3 Certainly this military revolution
was made possible by the unrivalled size of Attike and its citizen population and the
unprecedented supply of money from the Athenian maritime empire. However, the
practical innovations Athens made to the waging of war, the efficiency of its military
operations, and the disturbing willingness of its non-elite citizens to fight and die in
battle were direct consequences of the new practices of the democracy. To a large
extent the twin revolutions of Athenian culture and warfare can be understood as
flipsides of each other.
This seminar has three parts. Part I considers warfare in sixth-century Athens in
order to set a benchmark for measuring changes to come. Part II analyzes the
innovations and limits of the Athenian military revolution. Part III sketches how
democracy itself was partially responsible for Athenian bellicosity.
SLIDE 3: TITLE FOR PART ONE

I. THE SIXTH CENTURY
The traditional oration delivered at the public funeral for the fallen soldiers of
the fifth and fourth centuries suggested that the Athenians had waged war with the
same intensity and modus operandi from the age of the heroes to the present.4 In
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reality nothing could have been further from the truth: before the late-sixth-century
reforms of Kleisthenes, Athens did not have a publicly-controlled army or
mechanism for mobilizing soldiers and the small numbers of Athenians bothering to
march out for battle did so very infrequently.5 Indeed from the attempted coup of
Kylon, around 630, to the assassination of Hipparkhos, in 514/3, Athenians mounted
less than a dozen campaigns.6 ‘This catalogue of Athenian military ventures,’ Frank
Frost writes, ‘for a period of something over a century is surprisingly modest for a
people who were supposed to have been so fond of fighting’.7 Clearly war was not a
dominant part of public life in sixth-century Athens. What ventures there were also
had a limited goal: the winning of new agricultural land either on the borders of
Attike (e.g. Ath. Pol. 14.1; Herodotos 1.59.4; 1.139.2) or in colonies overseas (e.g.
Herodotos 6.36).8 A good example of such a campaign is the last battle between
Athens and Megara for the control of Salamis.9 SLIDE 4: ISLAND OF SALAMIS
Solon re-kindled Athenian interest in taking the island by performing a ‘nationalist’
poem in the city’s marketplace and promised its land to those wishing to volunteer
for the campaign (Plutarch Solon 9.2). Five-hundred Athenians did volunteer, with
the portion charged with capturing the island’s settlement fitting on one ship (9.3).
The same type of warfare was waged by the other mainland cities of sixth-century
Greece.10 They went to war infrequently and for the sake of contested border land.
Their campaigns took days or weeks to decide; were normally settled by a solitary
clash of hoplite phalanxes; and usually did not result in the subjugation, occupation
or taxation of the defeated city.11 Indeed even in the classical period those cities not
aspiring to be regional or imperial powers, like Athens, Sparta and Thebes, persisted
with this limited style of land warfare.12
In this traditional warfare battle was called – like a political debate or sporting
competition – an ag n (‘contest’) and conducted according to an agreed set of nomoi
or customs.13 A city informed another of its intention to attack by sending it a herald
(cf. Thoukydides 1.29.1). Once its army arrived in the kh ra (‘countryside’) of the
enemy, it began destroying crops and looting livestock and property. However, as an
army could not normally destroy a great deal, ravaging had a ‘more symbolic’ goal:
to provoke the other hoplites to come out for a pitched battle (e.g. Pseudo-Xenophon
2.14; Thoukydides 2.11.6-8).14 SLIDE 5: PHALANX WARFARE Once the other
side had risen to the challenge and taken the field, the two phalanxes would draw up
by ‘some agreement, tacit or explicit’ in an agricultural plain – the topography best
suited for a battle between hoplites (e.g. Herodotos 7.9.2; Plutarch Moralia 193e).15
SLIDE 6: OPEN-ORDER PHALANX After hours of fighting, the decisive moment
was the trop (‘turning’), when the hoplites of one side broke up and ran for their
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lives (e.g. Euripides Children of Herakles 841-2). The victors only pursued them for
a short distance, as they had much left to do on the field of battle. There they
collected and identified the bodies of their fallen comrades, stripped the bodies of the
enemy, and used some of the weapons and armour so acquired to set up a tropaion
(‘trophy’) on the exact spot where the trop had occurred (e.g. 786-7; Thoukydides
4.44.2-3). The defeated sent a herald to those controlling the battlefield for a truce to
collect their dead (e.g. Thoukydides 4.97.2). Custom dictated that the victors could
not honourably refuse this request. But asking for such a truce was recognized as the
decisive proof of a concession of defeat (e.g. Herodotos 1.82; Thoukydides 4.44.5-6).
The military ventures of sixth-century Athens were initiated and led – not by the
rudimentary political institutions of the city – but by ambitious leaders of aristocratic
gen (‘clans’), who raised volunteer hoplites by promising the land they might win in
battle.16 This picture of small private armies mirrors what else we know of public life
in sixth-century Athens.17 While the evidence is spotty, it is significant that before
508/7 the Athenian assembly is attested to have met only once (Ath. Pol. 14.1;
Herodotos 1.59.4-5) and to have had only two minor political functions: the election
of magistrates and the review of their performance (Aristotle Politics 1274a16-17).18
Instead public life largely consisted of a contest between the leaders of two or three
clans for acknowledged preeminence. SLIDE 7: CHARIOT RACING Although
clan leaders got ahead by winning magistracies for themselves or fellow clansmen,
most of their esteem was built up through their conspicuous consumption on religious
dedications, family tombs and chariot-racing and conspicuous actions in the form of
priesthoods and the conducting of private military ventures. This could be a highstakes contest that sometimes resulted in one or another leader and his clan forced out
of the city by their rivals, with public life eventually breaking down into the long
tyranny of Peisistratos and his sons. While the tyrants now monopolized the waging
of wars (Thoukydides 6.54.5), for which they employed foreign mercenaries, such as
Scythian archers and Thracian peltasts, they did not prevent individual Athenian
hoplites from joining their expeditions.19 Aristotle’s suggestion that Peisistratos
disarmed the city’s small number of hoplites, in 546/5, is clearly unreliable (Ath. Pol.
15.3-4): it contains anachronisms and is contradicted by other literary and
archaeological evidence.20 However the tyrants apparently did little to improve
indigenous military capacity, as, in 508/7, two years after their expulsion, the
Athenians were unable to prevent a ‘small force’ of Spartans from invading Attike
and occupying the Akropolis (Herodotos 5.72).21
SLIDE 8: ARCHAIC HOPLITE The hoplite phalanxes of sixth-century
Athens were small. The limited objectives of the campaigns and the haphazard
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recruitment of volunteers point to armies of hundreds rather than thousands of
hoplites (cf. Plutarch Solon 9.3). Since the main goal of archaic warfare was to
capture new agricultural land, some of these volunteer hoplites would have been nonelite Athenians seeking to improve their personal circumstances. Nonetheless upperclass Athenians of the period were no less acquisitive than lower-class compatriots,
could easily afford hoplite weapons and armour (see below), and were under the
strongest moral and social obligation to be soldiers.22 Thus a majority of the city’s
several-hundred hoplites were most probably elite Athenians. Indeed Henk Singor
concludes from his research on the pre-classical phalanx that ‘the typical hoplites of
archaic Greece’ were ‘generally those belonging to the elite of society’.23
How aristocrats of sixth-century Athens represented their activities as hoplites
can be seen in their ostentatious burials and the imagery on archaic black- and redfigure pottery. While the finely painted pots of the period were no doubt consumed
by elite and non-elite Athenians, their pictures evoked the social milieu and outlook
of the upper class.24 Military scenes on such vessels, dating from the mid-sixth to the
early-fifth centuries, have been superbly analyzed by François Lissarrague.25 SLIDE
9: COVER OF LISSARRAGUE They show how elite Athenians articulated age,
gender and social distinctions around the figure of the heavily-armed soldier and
employed the values and models of epic poetry to represent their own martial deeds.26
A good example of this epic influence concerns the scenes of a hoplite killed in
action or his corpse being carried back to the city.27 SLIDE 10: DEAD HOPLITES
Iliadic heroes succinctly explain that they will gain everlasting renown and eternal
memory of their youthfulness by dying bravely in battle (e.g. Homer Iliad 12.318-28,
22.71-3, 304-5; cf. 22.362-4).28 By his ‘beautiful death’ a hero gains a categorical
confirmation of his aret or manly excellence, which – along with his everlasting
youth, is reflected in the beauty of his corpse (e.g. 22.71-3, 369-71).29 Attic painters
sometimes represent this aret of the Athenian hoplite killed in action by painting in
a lion – one of the animals Homer uses as a symbol of a hero’s martial excellence
(e.g. Homer Iliad 5.782; Odyssey 18.161, 11.611).30 Additionally they evoke his
attainment of the ‘beautiful death’ of the heroes by giving him alone of the painted
figures long hair and – along with his bearer – a Boiotian shield. Homer repeatedly
draws attention to the long hair of his warrior heroes (e.g. Homer Iliad 3.43; 2.443,
472; 18.359), with the Boiotian shield consistently given to a named hero in Attic
imagery.31
SLIDE 11: ARCHAIC TOMBSTONES An elite citizen of sixth-century
Athens was also styled as an epic hero by his grave, whether he had died on or off the
battlefield: its high mound, walled enclosure, and funerary sculpture depicting him as
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a hoplite, athlete or in some other normative role of the elite was modeled on the
standard monumental tomb of epic poetry, which helped guarantee the eternal
renown and memory of the hero (e.g. Iliad 7.86-91; Odyssey 4.584-5).32 Similarly the
epigrams of elite Athenian tombs – like those of the fallen soldiers, Kroisos,
Tettikhos and Xenokles – drew heavily on the vocabulary, imagery and concepts of
epic poetry.33
SLIDE 12: TITLE FOR PART TWO

II. THE FIFTH CENTURY
Fifth-century Athens ‘widened, amplified, and intensified’ the waging of war
and was ‘a constant source of death and destruction’ among the Greeks.34 The
cumulative weight of this Athenian military revolution – it is often argued –
destroyed the traditional nomoi or customs of battle.35 Athenian warfare was
transformed institutionally by the reforms Kleisthenes introduced after 508/7 (Ath.
Pol. 20-1; Herodotos 5.66-73).36 SLIDE 13: KLEISTHENIC REFORMS These
reforms effectively unified Athens and its countryside for the first time: each free
male of Attike was now registered as a citizen of Athens in his local deme and groups
of these villages and suburbs from across Attike were linked together in ten tribes,
which served (among other things) as the subdivisions of a new popular council and
publicly-controlled army of hoplites.37 The new registers of citizens in the demes
were used to conscript hoplites for each tribal corps (e.g. Aristophanes Peace 1173,
1179-86; IG I3 138.1-2, 5-6).38 This was the city’s first-ever mechanism for mass
mobilization and the standard way for raising hoplites throughout the classical period.
As Attike was around twenty-times larger and more populous than the averaged-sized
kh ra of a Greek city, this new system of mobilization gave the Athenians a huge
military advantage.39 Demography would remain one of the three bases of the
military might of fifth-century Athens.
Again for the first time Kleisthenes formally integrated the Athenian d mos
(‘people’) into politics by making laws and public actions dependent on the approval
of the assembly and the new popular Council of Five Hundred.40 Within several years
the people were making the final decisions about activities once pursued privately by
elite Athenians, such as foreign affairs and warfare (e.g. Herodotos 5.66, 96-7).
Certainly it took several more decades for the institutions of democracy and its core
concepts to be fully elaborated.41 However, as Kleisthenes had made the d mos the
final arbiters of public policy, his reforms – as Josiah Ober suggests – marked the
true beginning of Athenian d mokratia and framed its future development. To lead
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the new publicly-controlled army effectively the Athenians created, in 501/0, a board
of ten generals, who were drawn – like other newly-created magistrates – one from
each Kleisthenic tribe.42 SLIDE 14: BATTLE OF MARATHON The reforms of
Kleisthenes quickly unleashed a new bellicosity (Herodotos 5.78): in 506 the new
army defeated those of Khalkis and Boiotia in successive battles (5.74-7); in 499 the
Athenians sent an armada of twenty ships to help the Ionians revolt from Persia (97103); and, in 490, at the battle of Marathon they deployed 9000 heavy infantrymen –
a hoplite army far larger than any other Greek city (including Sparta).
SLIDE 15: TRIREME Practical change in the waging of war effectively began,
in 483/2, with the decision of the Athenian d mos to use a windfall of silver to build a
fleet of two-hundred triremes (Ath. Pol. 22.7; Herodotos 7.144; Plutarch Themistokles
14.2) and the expedition of the Great King, three years later, to subjugate the Greeks
of the mainland as the Persians had those of Ionia and the Hellespont.43 The defeat of
what remained of Xerxes’ expeditionary force at Plataea and Mykale, in 479, and the
inability of the Spartans to effectively lead the liberation of the Ionians saw the
Athenians invited to found the so-called Delian League – a voluntary alliance of
cities contributing ships and troops or tribute to Athenian-lead expeditions
(Thoukydides 1.94-7).44 SLIDE 16: GREECE AND THE AEGEAN For its first
decade the League campaigned frequently to expel Persian forces from strong points
and naval bases across the Aegean, destroy the Phoenician fleet and liberate Greek
cities (e.g. 1.97-8).45 At the same time the Athenians began a process of eroding the
independence of their allies (e.g. 1.98.4), who, by the early 440s, were obliged to pay
annual tribute, subject to relevant laws of the Athenian d mos, and prevented
(forcefully if necessary) from pulling out of the Athenian arkh (‘empire’).46
Imperial tribute ensured the democracy had sufficient resources to pioneer new
forms of warfare and to employ vast numbers of non-elite Athenians as soldiers.47
The Athenians were now moving large numbers of ships and infantry across the
entire eastern Mediterranean for campaigns lasting months or, in the case of sieges,
around a year.48 They did so much more frequently than before, waging war on
average for two out of three years in the fifth century and never having peace for
more than a decade.49 They were also able to support multiple theatres of operation
simultaneously (e.g. Thoukydides 1.105; 2.39.3; Lysias 2.50-1).
Fifth-century Athens not only intensified warfare but invented new forms of
military action. Before Philip II of Macedon siege warfare was rudimentary in the
eastern Mediterranean: besiegers tried to starve a city into capitulation by blockading
its harbour and using counter walls to cut access to its kh ra.50 Since this could take
more than a year to be effective, the Athenians of the early fifth-century were forced
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to abandon sieges for wont of sufficient resources (e.g. Herodotos 6.135; 9.75). But
tribute allowed them to conduct sieges successfully, from which they gained a
reputation for special expertise in siege warfare (e.g. Thoukydides 1.102.2). The
Athenians treated the inhabitants of a besieged city which surrendered differently to
hoplites captured on the battlefield: they typically executed the men and sold the
women and children into slavery, probably leaving the elderly and babies to die of
starvation, exposure or attack by wolves and dogs (e.g. Xenophon Agesilaos 1.212).51 In doing so they were no more or less brutal than others dealing with captured
cities and were acting according to new, recognized nomoi for siege warfare (e.g.
Xenophon Hellenika 1.6.14; Memorabilia 4.2.15).52
SLIDE 17: NAVAL BATTLE Imperial tribute allowed the Athenians not just
to put large fleets to sea (already an extremely expensive exercise) but to train their
crews for weeks or months.53 So trained, each crew could work collectively to turn
their ship into an offensive weapon in its own right and could take part in manoeuvres
at speed with other ships in order to break through or outflank the lines of an enemy
fleet.54 Tactical retreat was a standard element of this new form of naval warfare (e.g.
Thoukydides 2.91.1-92.2).
The Athenians also set themselves apart by building vast fortifications to protect
their astu (urban centre) and port.55 SLIDE 18: FORTIFICATIONS Immediately
after the Persian Wars the entire population of Athens mobilized to quickly build the
walls of the city and the Piraeus (Thoukydides 1.89.3-103.8).56 In 458/7 the Athenian
d mos resolved to build two walls from the city, one to the northern edge of the port
and the other to the eastern end of the Bay of Phaleron (1.108.3-4; Diodoros 11.81.183.3), completing these six kilometres of new walls in just one year.57 Finally, in
446/5, they started to build another wall between city and port, parallel to the existing
one to the north (Aiskhines 2.174; Andokides 3.7). ‘The construction of such an
elaborate system of fortifications in such a brief period is a staggering achievement,
especially when it is remembered that the Athenians were at war for most of the
period and consequently capable of diverting manpower into constructive work only
during the brief periods afforded by peace.’58 Such unprecedented fortifications
enabled the Athenians to respond to any invasion of their kh ra in a novel way: they
could withdraw their rural population and moveable property within the fortified
Athens–Piraeus complex, transport livestock to islands they controlled and rely on
the imported grain and tribute guaranteed by their control of the sea (PseudoXenophon 2.16). This new option was first pursued at the beginning of the
Peloponnesian War as part of the grand strategy of the city’s leading politician,
Perikles (Thoukydides 1.143.4-5).59 Thus, in 431, when the combined army of the
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Peloponnesian League ravaged Attike, Perikles overcame vocal opposition and
convinced his fellow citizens to remain within the walls (2.21.2-3).60 Such opposition
is easy to understand: Perikles was breaking the custom of battle to march out and
fight those plundering one’s countryside (cf. 2.20; Isokrates 8.77).
Periklean strategy also added a new deployment of Athenian hoplites outside of
the phalanx to the several they had picked up in the previous fifty years.61 Perikles
organized for armadas to sail around the Peloponnese from which hoplites would
disembark, ravage the countryside and, in the face of stiff opposition, flee back to
their ships.62 This use of retreat as a tactic clearly broke the Greek custom of battle
that flight was sure proof of defeat. The successors of Perikles convinced the
Athenians to depart further from traditional warfare by permanently occupying a
strong point in Messenia whose aim was to attack the economic base of Spartan
power, the subjugation of the Messenians (Thoukydides 5.14.3-4).63 Established in
425 and manned by Messenians who had escaped from their Spartan masters, this
phylak (fort) served as a base for ravaging Spartan farmland and encouraging an
uprising of the Helots (e.g. 4.41.1-3; 5.115.2; 6.105.)
Victory in the Peloponnesian War ended up going to the Spartans, once they had
broken free of the practices of archaic warfare and copied several of the military
innovations of their enemy.64 Thus, in 413, at the suggestion of the Athenian exile,
Alkibiades (6.91.6; 7.10, 18-19, 27-8), the Spartans fortified the strong point of
Dekeleia in Attike, leading to the Athenian loss of twenty-thousand slaves, livestock
and property (7.27.5; Oxyrhynchus Historian 12.4). These losses – in addition to
raiding parties regularly sent out from Dekeleia – serious disrupted Athenian
agriculture and hence greatly increased the city’s dependence on grain imported from
the region of the Black Sea.65 In exchange for handing back the Ionian Greeks to the
Great King (Thoukydides 8.18, 37, 58), the Spartans received sufficient Persian gold
to build, man and train a fleet, which quickly came to surpass in number and quality
what remained of the Athenian navy after the destruction of the city’s expeditionary
force to Sicily. Finally, in 405/4, they destroyed the last of the Athenian ships in the
Hellespont, enabling them to stop the grain ships bound for Athens and to force the
capitulation of its citizens by a land and sea blockade (Xenophon Hellenika 2.1.272.2.9).
Admittedly this new style of waging war saw the Athenians adopt new customs
of battle with sieges and ignore – whenever they wished – one or another of the
traditional nomoi of battle. But to argue (as is often done) that war was now waged
‘without limits and without rules’ seems to confuse the innovations of fifth-century
Athenian warfare with the customs of the battlefield.66 Indeed classical Athenians
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would have completely rejected such an argument (e.g. Thoukydides 4.97-9). SLIDE
19: FUNERAL ORATION OF LYSIAS After all a standard myth of the Athenian
funeral oration – and one dramatized on the tragic stage (Euripides Suppliant Women)
– was the city’s victory over their Boiotian neighbours, which secured a proper burial
for the Argives who had been killed assaulting Thebes.67 According to this myth, the
Athenians fought the Thebans, not because of any territorial dispute (Lysias 2.9), but
because they judged the Theban refusal to hand over the bodies of the defeated for
burial to be a violation of a hallowed Greek custom (e.g. Euripides Suppliant Women
16-19, 61-2, 306-12, 526-7, 561-3). Since the myths of the funeral oration served to
articulate and legitimate Athenian self-identity, this exploit attests to the belief of the
Athenians in their superlative commitment to the traditional customs of battle.68
Additionally throughout the classical period Athenian hoplites regularly fought
in phalanx-based battles that still followed the traditional customs of battle
(Demosthenes 9.44-52).69 Finally, the new non-phalanx modes of combat the
Athenians pioneered actually followed as best as they could the nomoi of traditional
hoplite warfare: for example, if victorious, Athenian sailors set up a tropaion at a site
closely linked with their victory, endeavoured to collect their own dead and wrecked
ships and gave back the bodies of the defeated under truce (e.g. Thoukydides 2.92.45; 4.14.5; cf. 4.38.4).
What is undeniable is that the military revolution of fifth-century Athens was
made possible by an unprecedented level of involvement of non-elite citizens in
warfare and an extraordinary commitment on their part to fight and (if necessary) die
for Athens.70 Athenian democracy opened soldiering – like politics – to every strata
of the citizen-body. At the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War thirty percent of
Athenian citizens were hoplites, with 13,000 of these available for active duty
(Thoukydides 2.13.6-7).71 Traditionally historians of classical Athens have assumed
that serving as a hoplite was compulsory for every citizen that belonged to the third
lowest of Solon’s property classes.72 This assumption can no longer be made, since
we now know that ‘no ancient source identifies the Solonic zeugitai as hoplites or
hoplites as zeugitai’ and that only a small fraction of the city’s hoplites were ever
prosperous enough to qualify for this class.73 It appears then that while Athenian
hoplites were usually conscripted for campaigns, each of them had made a decision to
be a hoplite in the first place. SLIDE 20: HOPLITE PANOPLY To be part of the
phalanx, a citizen had to provide his own weapons and armour, which could cost
months of wages.74 Additionally fighting as a hoplite was rightly perceived as much
more dangerous than service as a cavalryman or archer.75 Thus that thirty percent of
citizens, despite these disincentives, volunteered to be hoplites is remarkable. The
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Athenian commitment to building and maintaining a massive war fleet made
soldiering possible for the majority of citizens who were too poor to be hoplites.76
SLIDE 21: LENORMANT RELIEF Typically rowers were not conscripted for
each expedition but volunteered their services to the upper-class commanders of
individual triremes.77 Naval service was demanding and could also be very
dangerous.78 Throughout the century a changing proportion of sailors in the fleet
were resident aliens (e.g. Thoukydides 1.143.1; 7.63.3-4), allies (e.g. 1.121.3, 7.13.2)
and slaves (e.g. 7.13.2).79 But the largest portion, numbering thousands per
expedition, appear to have been Athenian (e.g. Thoukydides 1.142.6, 8.74-7; PseudoXenophon 1.2).80
Certainly the participation of so many non-elite citizens in military affairs was
facilitated by the introduction of military pay.81 Payment for sailors began with the
second Persian War (e.g. Ath Pol. 23.1; Plutarch Kimon 9.4; Themistokles 10.4),
while hoplites probably began to be paid at the same time, in the 450s, when pay was
introduced for the city’s councilors and jurors (Ath. Pol. 27.3-4; Plato Gorgias
515e).82 While military pay – along with the economic benefits of empire – would
have motivated poor Athenians to be active militarily (e.g. Thoukydides 6.24.3), they
were not the only motivations nor do they adequately explain why fifth-century
Athenians were so committed to waging war and so reconciled to falling in battle for
the city.83 By the early 460s military service had come to be seen as the duty of every
citizen.84 Apparently the Athenian people took this new obligation very seriously:
they passed laws stripping political rights from those found guilty of draft-dodging or
desertion (e.g. Aristophanes Knights 443; Wasps 1117-21; Pseudo-Xenophon 3.5);
conscripted every citizen available, on several occasions, to man the ships (e.g.
Xenophon Hellenika 2.6.24-5; cf. Thoukydides 3.16.1, 17.1-3) or march against a
neighbouring city (e.g. Thoukydides 2.31.1-3; 4.90.1, 94.1-2); and accepted the high
numbers of casualties regularly killed in action.85 For example, in 460/59 the
Erekhtheis tribe lost 177 members in battles by land and sea in mainland Greece,
Cyprus, Egypt and the Levant (IG I3 1147). Even more extraordinary is the impact of
the Peloponnesian War on Athenian demography: in 431 there were most probably
60,000 citizens living in Attike, but, after twenty-five years of war, only 23,000 adult
citizens were left.86
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SLIDE 22: TITLE FOR PART THREE

III. DEMOCRATIC BELLICOSITY
Contemporaries reflected on this extraordinary bellicosity and self-sacrifice of
fifth-century Athenians. Perikles, for example, reminded the Athenians, before his
death, that their city has the greatest dynamis (‘military power’) in history, because
they have expended more lives and ponoi (‘painful toils bringing honour’) than any
other (Thoukydides 2.62-3; cf. 2.36.2; Lysias 2.55). Likewise would-be enemies
spoke of the military adventurism of the Athenians, their willingness to sacrifice
themselves in war, and how ‘they were born neither to have peace themselves nor to
let other men have it’ (1.70). Aristophanes joked that his fellow citizens would launch
a fleet of 300 triremes instantly, if the Spartans so much as stole a puppy from an
insignificant member of their empire (Akharnians 540-54), while Euripides made out
that the military activism of contemporary Athenians went back to the heroic age
(Suppliant Women 572-6).
This bellicosity and its related military innovations were closely linked to ‘the
political situation and psychology of the lower-class citizens’.87 The new relationship
between elite performers and non-elite spectators under the democracy encouraged
military efficiency and the recognition and praise of mass participation in warfare.
Even after the reforms of 508/7 Athenian leaders were still members of the upper
class engaging in a battle for preeminence with each other.88 Now, however, their
rivalries were played out in ag nes or political debates (e.g. Thoukydides 3.38.3-4,
40.4), with the final decision to support this or that leader resting with predominantly
non-elite assembly-goers and councilors.89 SLIDE 23: PNYX To win over such
notoriously boisterous and censorious audiences (e.g. Aiskhylos Suppliant Women
483; Plato Republic 492b-c), politicians had to negotiate, confirm and articulate the
self-perceptions, norms and perceived interests of lower class Athenians. The city’s
ag nes for tragedies and comedies ostensibly had a similar performance dynamic.90
SLIDE 24: THEATRE OF DIONYSOS Although judging the winner of each
contest was formally in the hands of ten magistrates, their decision was greatly
influenced by the vocal and physically-active responses of the largely non-elite
audience.91 As Eric Csapo and William Slater observe, ‘What most strikes the
modern observer is the degree of public participation and public scrutiny that went
into the process of judging the dramatic and dithyrambic contests, making them more
akin to our national elections than to the secret deliberations of Nobel Prizes and
Academy Awards.’92 Apart from negotiating non-elite expectations and points of
view, poets also found they gained a competitive advantage by pushing the
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boundaries and possibilities of their genre, whether it be tragedy, comedy, satyric
drama or dithyramb.93 Theatre-goers apparently enjoyed dramaturgical innovation.
The performance dynamic of the city’s political venues encouraged comparable
military innovation. Foreign policy and warfare were the major topics of debate in the
assembly and council of the fifth- and fourth-century democracy, with war and peace
being a compulsory item of the agenda of the ekkl sia kyria – the main assembly
meeting of each prytany (Aristophanes Akharnians 19-27; Ath. Pol. 43.4).94 For
politicians wanting to distinguish themselves military affairs offered ‘many
opportunities for disagreement, alternative plans, ‘better’ proposals, especially in
times of war’.95 As non-elite citizens risked life and limb fighting for Athens and
were constantly suspicious of their military and political leaders (e.g. Aristophanes
Wasps 650-724; Peace 632-48, 668-9; Lysias 27.6-8), they welcomed such rigorous
debate.96 Thus politicians asked questions about the ongoing campaigns rivals had
promoted and suggested ways to improve their prosecution (e.g. Thoukydides 4.27).
This adversarial reviewing promoted the efficient conduct of military ventures.97
Politicians also sought to win over non-elite audiences by suggesting general ways
the city could improve their waging of wars.98 SLIDE 25: KNIGHTS Aristophanes
parodies the giving of such advice in the closing scene of Knights: sitting on the Pnyx
itself (750), the sausage seller and Paphlagon compete for the support of old-man
Demos by (amongst other things) making alternate comical proposals for improving
the efficiency of the navy (1063-86).
Significantly political debates, plays and legal trials were the main forums for
developing and broadcasting the agreed communal identities and shared culture of
classical Athenians, which have often been called ‘civic ideology’.99 Since non-elite
citizens had the strongest influence on its content, civic ideology reflected their
perceptions of themselves and others, their particular points of view, and their
perceived self-interests. Thus this ideology can also be described as ‘popular
thinking’ or ‘popular culture’.100 This power of non-elite citizens to shape the city’s
culture ensured that the epic values and language of warfare, which had once been
monopolized by Athenian aristocrats, were now applied to rich and poor citizens
alike, whether they served as hoplites or sailors.101
This ideological democratization of war can be observed best in the public
funeral for the war dead, held each year when Athenians were killed in action
(Thoukydides 2.34.1, 7-8).102 SLIDE 26: PROCESSIONAL ROUTE Its procession
carried the ashes of the fallen from the marketplace, where they had been honoured
for three days (2), to the public cemetery in the Kerameikos, which was judged ‘the
most beautiful suburb of the city’ (4-5; cf Aristophanes Birds 395-99). SLIDE 27:
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KERAMEIKOS An empty bier was carried for those dead sailors whose bodies
could not be retrieved, while the remains of the others were housed in ten caskets
(one for each tribe) made of cypress (Thoukydides 2.34.3-4). Cypress wood figured
in the palaces of epic heroes and was thought to guarantee the immortality of
memory.103 SLIDE 28: POLYANDRION At the public cemetery the coffins were
placed in ‘a beautiful and grandiose tomb’, beyond the reach even of a wealthy
family (Plato Menexenos 234c; cf. Xenophon Hellenika 2.4.17). SLIDE 29:
FRIEZE Such tombs were adorned with statues of lions and friezes of hoplites
killing opponents that signified the aret of those being buried.104 They also had
epigrams explaining that the dead had put their aret beyond doubt and left a
deathless memory of it (e.g. IG I3 1179.3, 8-9; 1162.48). SLIDE 30: EPIGRAM
Finally each tomb displayed a complete list of the year’s casualties, including citizen
sailors, which was organized by tribes (1142-93).105 SLIDE 31: CASUALTY LIST
That these rolls of honour gave the same space to the name of each citizen, regardless
of military rank or social class, underlines the democratic egalitarianism which
clearly pervaded the whole funeral (e.g. Euripides fragment 360. 32-5 Collard, Cropp
and Lee). The oration traditionally delivered after the burial of the war dead is
notorious for devoting much more space to the patriotic myths and unfailing aret of
the Athenians than to the achievements of those actually being buried.106 Nonetheless
funeral orations did at least spell out why the dead had gained ‘the most becoming’ or
‘the most beautiful’ end (Thoukydides 2.44.1; Plato Menexenos 248c; cf. Lysias
2.79): their death in battle for the commonwealth (Thoukydides 2.43.2) or its mighty
and very fine ideals (Lysias 2.79; cf. Hypereides Funeral Oration 27-28) resulted in
ageless praise (Thoukydides 2.43.2) and ageless renown (Demosthenes 60.32; cf.
Thoukydides 2.44.4; Plato Menexenos 247d). It also gave them a deathless
remembrance (Lysias 2.81; cf. 2.79; Hypereides Funeral Oration 27-30) not only of
their aret (Lysias 2.80) but also of their youthfulness, as their premature demise had
spared them the ravages and disability of old age (Lysias 2.78-79; Demosthenes
60.32-33; Hypereides Funeral Oration 42-43). SLIDE 32: BLUE SCREEN
The bravery and toils of non-elite hoplites and sailors were also recognized in
the other forums of popular culture (e.g. Aristophanes Akharnians 695-8; Wasps 6835). Elsewhere I explain how the hoplite, despite the Athenian military revolution,
maintained a central and normative position ideologically.107 General comments
about war and citizenship and distinctions of age, gender and ethnicity were
consistently articulated around this soldier, while his experience of phalanx battles
defined martial excellence. Nonetheless popular culture was flexible enough for
citizen sailors to receive their share of praise and recognition.108 Naval skills were
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seen to be ‘national’ traits handed down from the age of the heroes, while sailors
were acknowledged for their bravery and thought to be a major source of the city’s
military power.
This positive and generous treatment of non-elite soldiers contrasted markedly
with the popular assessment of their social circumstances. Poor citizens may have
taken control of public life under the democracy but they were still ashamed of their
poverty.109 Poverty was considered a disability, like old age or a physical handicap
(e.g. Lysias 24.16-17), which resulted in socio-political disadvantages (e.g.
Aristophanes Wealth 218-21; Demosthenes 21.141-2) and, at times, shameful acts
and criminality.110 Poor citizens understandably longed to be wealthy one day.111 This
negative view of their personal circumstances made warfare psychologically
satisfying for a poor citizen. Soldiering put him on the same level as elite fellow
citizens and the heroes of epic poetry. By doing so he was recognized as khr stos
polit s (‘a useful citizen’) or khr simos t i pol i (‘useful to the city’).112 Fifth-century
Athens, then, gave its vast numbers of non-elite citizens compelling economic and
cultural reasons to wage war as regularly as possible.
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